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ABSTRACT

Recent findings indicate that magnetic anomalies occur in rocks
in the sector in which an earthquake is recorded. The enhancement
of the local geomagnetic field is believed to result from the pressure
buildup beneath the ground before the quake. Also, there are certain
cases in which magnetic anomalies appear to correlate with areas
of tectonic activity and mineral concentration.

The antiferromagnet Haematite (a-Fe 2 03 ) exhibits an anomalistic
behavior about a magnetic ordering temperature called the Morin phase
transition. Below this temperature the system exists entirely in the
antiferromagnetic state, while above it, a ferromagnetic phase, and
hence a net magnetic moment appears. In this report, a more exten-
sive spin wave theory of Haematite is developed. The behaviour of
thermodynamic quantities around the Morin transition temperature is
studied, and also the latent heat of the Morin transition is calculated.
The temperature dependence of the antiferromagnetic resonance fre-
quency and the critical fields Hcjj and Hcl is calculated. It is
found that the theory agrees well with experiment.
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1

ON TIID MAGNON INTERACTION IN HAEMATITE.
II. MAGNON ENERGY OF THE ACOUSTICAL MODE

AND MAGNETIC CRITICAL FIELDS

1. INTRODUCTION

All processes in nature including geophysical phenomena are thermodynamic
in origin. Beeause of the magnitude of the pressures, volumes and tempera-
tures associatcdwith processes in the Earth's interior, most external mani-
festations of such events are large scale in time and space.

Magnetic field studies are a source of information on the properties, structure,
and dynamics of the Earth's crust, mantle and core. Geomagnetic anomalies
are known to correlate with geologic structures and with areas of mineral
concentrations and tectonic activity. One of the most important mineral oxides
to be found in sedimentary rocks is the magnetic compound known as Haematite.
haematite has the corundum structure and orders magnetically at the Neel
temperature T N = 947 K. For temperatures between T N and the Morin tempera-
lure Tni = 261 K, haematite is a canted antiferromagnet with the spins perpen-
dicular to the c axis. For temperatures below Tnt , haematite is a uniaxial
antiferromagnet with the spins lying along the c axis. The transition at Tni is
called the Morin transition. There are a number of experimental and theoretical
studies most of which are described in the paper of Jacobs et al. (1971).

The mechanism of the Morin transition in haematite was believed to be the sign
change of the uniaxial anisotropy energy at Tp t (Kanamori 1963, Artman et al
1965). I•Iowever, several experiments including the antiferromagnetic resonance
experiment of Foner and Williamson (1965) and the magnetically induced and
the stress-induced Morin transition experiments (Flanders 1969, Allen 1973)
were not explained by the simple anisotropy theory. In order to investigate
the mechanism of the Morin transition, several people have recently studied
tba effect of the magnon interaction on the optical-mode magnon energy (Herbert
1970, Nagai et al. 1972). On the other hand, the temperature dependence of
the acoustical-mode energy was studied by Bonavito (1970) and Watarai (1973)
by using the two-sublattice m_, 01 for this crystal. Very recently, the present
authors (Nagai et al. 1973) @.r4 isee ' otudied the spin-wave theory of haematite
and pointed out that the critic;i _:;t;purature T L at which the magnon energy in
low-temperature phase becomes imaginary is slightly higher than the tempera-
ture Tit at which the magnon energy in the high-temperature phase becomes
imaginary. Thew, we have two kinds of locally stable states in a narrow tem-
perature region, near T M .



H. ACOUSTIC MODE ENERGY

We start from the following model Hamiltonian

11 = 2J Z S,.Sn, — B [Z Sjx + Z S,2„,] — A Z Sj.S,„ — D	 (Si x S,„) ,
Cl. m)	 1	 m	 J, no)	 G. on 	 (1)

assuming the two-sublattiee body-centred lattice. Here S, and S,,, are the
vector spin operators associated with the Jth and mth atoms of the crystal and
the sum -` 0-n, ] is extended over all nearest-neighbour pairs. The exchange
interaction is given by the first terns of (1). Since we assume J > d, the ith
and mth spins are coupled antiforromagnetically. The second term denote*,
the one-ion type uniaxial anisotropy energy which makes spins direct to do +,.
axis. On the other hand, the dipolar type interaction v-bich Is }riven by the
third term tends to make the spins lie in the xy plane. The role of the
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) interaction, the last term, is similar to that of
the dipolar-type interaction except that the DM interaction makes the interact-
Ing spins orthogonal to each other when the spins lie in the xy plane.

Recently, Jacobs et al. (1972) pointed out that the crystalline anisotropy energy
of the form

1	 m

may be important in explaining APMR experiments. The effect of this energy
will be discussed in TV.

In the low-temperature phase, the spins are parallel to the :.z axis, as described
in the Introduction. By using the method described in our previous paper (1973),
the magnon Ilamiltonian II I is given by

HL = (2JSz)Z [JI(nkak + bk bo + 92Ykakbk + g 2Ykak bk + 93-k + akbtk)
k	

(3)
+ 3J(aka -k + bkb -k] + J4(akat k + bkbt o],

2



More g i etc are given by

9I=(1-114–wL,)–e(1–UJ+1'(I-112.S- 2uj –idwLi,

92 = (I – IIL – wo – id(I – 110 + EwL, 	 (J)

f-3 = —X L( I – E) – 4(YL + YL) – ai(I(YL – YL),

Fir = — 4( 2%'YL + XL — ulzL),

where c = A/23 and P B/Jz. The parameters UL, w L , XL and y L are defined

by (2/NS^ Eq<a,aq>, (2/NS)Eq<at i btl > yq,(2/NS)Eq< a9 b41 	and (2/NS)
Eq <aga.q> respectively. Li (d), wL, and w4t are defined by (wL + w, )/2 and
(wL - wi*)/2, respectively. The diagonalization of the Ilamiltontan may be done
as follows. Confining our attention to the positive half space of k, we define
the new operators:

a
+k = (_I-)"2(Ak + Q,	 b-k = (1)"2(Ak ... CJ,	 (5)

a -k = (3) i/z (Bk + Dk) ,	b+k = (3') 1
/2(Bk – Dk)

Furthermore, we introduce rk and G k by

Ck = – J2kk 294 Gk
I g2k — 26f4I

_ J2k —
+29-4

'-J4 r ,Ak	
I92k 	 1 k

where g2k = 92yk and g3k = 93yk,

rinally, introducing the operators a lk and P ik by

Fj=alk COSh Ok	 13 1k Sinh Ok,	 Bk =PIk COS" Ok – a ik Sinh Ok,

Gk = a2 k COS" Ok	 I'2k Sinh 04,	 Dk = I12k cash ok – a 2k Sinh Ok,

where

	

IJzk	 2g4I	 192k — 2941

	

lanh 20 1, = —	 and tanh 20k = —
91 + 93k	 91 – 93k

3
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we obtain

2

HL = /, l^ hcoli(a l
}}

	

kalk + 1),	 (6)

where	 k

	/1w	 z	 (7)!k = 2JS [(HI — ( — 1 } I HJk) 2 — ^H2k — (—l^r2H.t'2'l1/2.

In our approximation, uL etc ate determined from the following equations:

1IL 
_ 

I 
I

F, [cosh 20 14(1 + 21114) + cosh 202k0 + 21124) — 2],
k

1y	 1 _	 H2k + 2H4	 L	 H2k — 2H4	 1

	

L = — 2NS	 J:wlk x 0 
+ 2n 14) + 

11w — 
x (I + 2n2J x (2JSz},

	

2k	 ($)

_	 1	 I('

A
2NS k `H

11wlk
3k 

X (t +2111k^ _ 911iw2k3k X (l + 2n201 X (2JSZ),

_ _ _I	
J

1L	 2NS^ 92^1a11k^a 
x (1 + 2nI^ _ H2 JIw ZHr X (1 + 211 1. x (2JSz),

2k

Lwhere n1k = [ exp ( (311 COO - 1 ]'l with Q = 1/IcsT. In the magnoa renormaliza-
tion approximation (MRA), u L , wL, XL and yL are calculated from (8) self-
consistently.

Since UL etc are of the order (1/S), the square root of (7) can be expanded in
a power series with respect to (11S). Since we retained only those terms up
to order of (1 1S) •1 and (11S)c in the Hamiltonian, the square root of (7) will be
accurate up to order of (11S), as pointed out previously (Nagai 1969).

r

1	
By assuming that the anisotropy energy is very much smaller than the exchange
energy, the temperature-dependent magnon energy with wavevector lc can be
written as

b
r	 d

f	 4



hw,k = 2JSz[(1 — 7k') ( I — u L — $VLt) 2 + ( I — uL — x'L) { 2v'(l — 2u,) (0)

— (2c + d2) ( I — uL + $%'W) 11 
U2

where v' = v(1 - 1/2S). ror the sake of convenience, we give the estimation of
the magnitude of the anisotropy parameters in (0). According to the experiment,
the critical field I1.11 i s 68 kG at T - 0 K. This corresponds to hwiO = 10 K.
We may assume 2JSz -- 1000 K because T N ° 047 K. hence we find that
(2 v' - 2c - d2 ) is of the order 10 4 . On the other hand, the experimental value
of I-1,.1 is 160 kG at T = 0 K. The magnitude of d is estimated to he of the order
of 10 .2 from the relation d (gps/2JSz) (1121	 which will be explained in
I1I-2. The calculation of dipolar energy leads to c = 10'3 , and hence v Is sup-
posed to be of the order 10'3 .

If we use (J) for the magnon energy, the equation for T L at which hwjo (T) vanishes
is given by

2V(I	 2u L) — (2c + d2) ( I — 14 L + i
s)[) = 0.	 (10)

By using this equation, T L is calculated as

kn TL_ 15S ir4 2v' — 2c — d 2 114

(2JS--)	 4n 2) ( Ze + d 2	 (11)

and liwis (T) is written as

	

hru to( T) = hCOLO( • / = htuLO(0) [l — ( T/TL)41'12
	 (12)

where hwLO(0) = 2JSz(2v' - 2c - d 2 ) V, .

In the high-temperature phase, the spins are in the xy plane and they are
canted slightly by the DM interaction. If we denote the angle between the jth
and the mth spin vectors by (7r -20) as seen in rigure 1, the Ifamiltonian is
Written as

r
tir
k
'j	 e

5	 a
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X

9m	 q/

t/	

S	

'	

3m

s .y

Imj

figure 1. Coordinate Axes in the Iligh-Temperature Phase.

H = Z [(2J cos 2U + D sin 20) (S,;S,,, t + S,gS' ,i) + (21 — 111) SASmtO.m)
+ (2J sin 20 — D cos 2U) (S, S,„ ry — S/qS ,.)] — d(Z Sit + E S-2d.

/	 m
(13)

The angle 0 may be determined from the condition 2J sin 20 - D cos 20 0. By
using again the liolstein-Primalcoff formalism, the magnon Hamiltonian for the
high-tomporature spin configuration is given in the same form with (3). In this
case, g l etc, which are written as gln etc, are given by

gill - ( I — uu — Mir — lkl) + 11C OVU, + x11) + 21 (12 ( 1 -- uu — Nil( + 2x1)
^,l' [I — 2u ll - 4( y61 + yl)],

9112 = 0 — un — oil) — 21 ,c(I — uu — 21 yn) + 2d2 [21( l — uu) — wa + 41)i1J•

Un = —x11 41(yll + yli) — 21E [ I — un — 41 (}1 1 + }idl — 'd2 [i( I — uld	 (14)
+ x11 + 81 0,11 + y11)].

Ono = — 8'(2x41 + Ilia + Hc(xll + /r1 0 + l,, r12 (ht'n — xl) — 41 1"(1 + 114S — i un — iyn)

G

r,
7

(

)

3
i
t	 a
r	 1



Wo may calculate the n,agn-,n onerjTy hw tjh{T) using the formula (7), and than
we obtain the critical temperature T11 where the magnon energy with infinite
wavelength vanishes, hw1lp(T1j ) = 0. We have shown in the previous paper
(Nagai at al. 1073) that the critical temperature in the low-temperature phase
TL is slightly higher than the critical temp" liture In l;he high-temperature
phase T11. The difference between then is obtained as 2P I x TI, and it is of
the order 0 . 1 K. Using the condition that the fine energies in both phases are
equal, we calculate the Morin temperature Th, as TnI Ty x (1 - t ,). By using
this Tat in (12), hwe (T1,1 ) is estimated to be only a few W. According to Donor
and Williamson (1905), the magnitude of hwp(T1,1 ) is 28 W. Thus the theory
does not agree with the experiment al this point. Recently, Jacobs at al. (1971)
pointed out that this contradiction may be removed if we assume the S; type
crystalline anisotropy energy. Even if this typo of anisotropy is introduced tl:e
magnon energy spectrum with It ./ 0 may not be affected and accordingly the
thermodynamic quantities are not affected. Ilence we calculate the thermodynamic
quantities without introducing the higher-order anisotropy energy in this section.
The effect of this anisotropy energy on the physical quantities will be discussed
in IV.

It was shown in our previous paper (1973) thatthe magnon energy with It , k 0 at
moderately high temperatures is given b;'

hwkA(T) = 114x( 1 — i'i)I/2,
	 (15)

where HL2 = 2JSz(1 - u 1,- w 1,) for the low-temperature spin configuration and
11 112 = 2JSz(1 - uu - wn - :}c) for the high-temperature spin configuration. The
thermodynamic quantities around the Morin temperature can be calculated in
the same way as in a previous paper (Nagai and Tanaka 1909). The difference
between the sublattice magnetization M just below TA1 and M just above TAI is
calculated as

AM = M(T	 0	 A." T.1 r 0) = 3 ° T"I 2 x n.
3 2JSa	 1G

The corresponding quantity in the case of the magnetic specific heat C(T) is
calculated as

r

7

}^

	

	 f
f



I	 I	 I	 I

AC = C(TNt — 0) — C(Tht m 0) = Nka(1
1̂ 51 

k"•TnI
J
 x 1	 (17)

2Wz

Thus, we find both (AM/M) and (AC/C) are smaller than 11. Recently, Allen
(1973) analysed the experiment of the stress-induced Morin transition of this
substance. Iie estimated the latent heat of this transition to he 5 x 10 5 erg/cm".
According to the present theory, the latent heat is calculated as

7' x [S(1 min —SIT, — 0)] = 1Vk '!; Sn2 
((tin7nt 3 

x v	 (18nt	 ^t	 ^t	
n +t C I S ('_'JSz)	 )

where S(T) denotes the entropy. The latent heat of (18) is evaluated to be
2 x 10 8 x v erg cm 3 . This value is of the same order of magnitude as the
Allen value. In the above calculations, the neglected the effect of the optical-
mode mignon energy because its magnitude is of the order 10 3 X.

III. MAGNETIC CRITICAL rIELDS

1. Parallel Critical rield Ii c lj (T)

It is known that the spin-flop critical field fi c p in the case of the untaxial

antiferromagnet is, in the molecular-field approximation (Nagamiya et al.
1955), given by

G.L 

Z)U2
— %ii
	 (19)

On the other hand, the spin-wave theory gives the same result at low
temperatures (Nagai and Tanaka 1970). In the latter paper, the critical
field is defined as the field at which the energy of the magnon with Infinite
wavelength vanishes. Exactly spealdng, the critical field Iic1l obtained in
this way is slightly different from the critical field obtained from the con-
dition that the free energies in both the flopped and unfiopped phases are

)



equal. Actually, according to our theory, AFMR does not vanish at TNt and
Its magnitude is calculated to be 2 kG at T hl . Therefore, 1[01 (Ttt ) is also
equal to 2 kG if the equation (19) is used for fie 11 . However, it is known
that Iie11 (T) must vanish at the Morin transition temperature because the
Morin transition occurs without a magnetic field. If we inspect the equa-
tion for determining IIell (T) more precisely, we will find 11.11 (Ttt ) = 0.
Actually, TL is very close to Tp t and hell (Tht ) = 2 kG is very small com-
pared with 11, 11 (0) - 08 kG. 1lenee hell (T) is approximately given by (19)
of which the main temperature behaviour is written as

11 ,11( l
n = 1,1c 

p) 
[i — (TIT̂ t)^] t ^z 	(20)

where B oll (0) = (2JSz/gµ s ) (2v' - 2e - d 2 ) Y, . The theoretical result of
Il cll (T) is compared with experiment of toner and Shapira (1909) in Figure 2.

YV
4

sn

Temperature (K)

Figure 2. Temperature Dependence of H.11 (T) which is Computed from
(19) is Compared with Experiment ( toner and Shapira 1909).
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Next lot us calculate T h, and I1.11 (T) in the :,molecular -fiold approximation
In order to see the correspondence of the spin-wave result to the molecular-
field result. We neglect the DM Interaction for simplicity.

The Weiss molecular-field Hamiltonian II11 In the unflopped phase is given
by

(2J - A) E [S,c<s q>+ <S,r> S^, - <Sd<Sp,c>]
0.0

- B [^ S)z 2: S=,] - 0na l 	 + S,,;].	 (21)
M

Let us introduce the variables p and n by <S 1r> ^ p + n and <S„lr>
-p + n. here p denotes the average value of jth spin in the ease If = 0 and
n is approximately proportional to H. furthermore, we define po and p'
by p = po + p '• p-lore p' is proportional to A or B and po = <Sjr>o _ -
Tr [ Sjrexp(- /iIIn,) ) /Z o, where H h, = -2Jzp oZ j Sjr and Zo = Tr [ exp(- Q 110o )

free energy fpf in the unflopped phase is calculated as

	

Fn, _ — kuT In Zo + NJzpo(1 + c) — NJzv<S'> Q — ('^,iHz/2).	 (22)

The molecular-field Hamiltonian H A, in the flopped phase is given by

Hnr = Z [(2J cos 20 + A sin g D) { SA <S,„ C> + <S C> SmC — <SjC><.S'4>1
0.m)

(B/z){(S2 + S2 ) sin e 0 + (S^^ + S^ v COS 0)] 0)]	 (23)

— glroFl sin 0(Z S,i — Z S"';
M

where the angle between II and S 1 is given by (21•7r-0).

Lot us define p and n' by <S 1r > = - < S,,,r>= p + n' where p is a 0-indepen-
dent term. Again we introduce po and p” by p = po + p" where p" Is pro-
portional to A or B. Differentiating the free energy vA with respect to 0
we obtain sin 0 = guo II/4Jzpo. finally, the free energy is written as

	

FM = NJzpo — kuT In Zo — NB<Siz>o — (%i H112).	 (24)



X

Y

By equating raj to Fps , we may calculate the Morin temperature T M and
also the critical field Na ll (T).

The equation for determining T M in the case II = 0 is given by

2v(S c — Sj{ )o — 2E<S;)o = 0.	 (25)

This equation was alr9ady used previously in order to explain the Morin

transition (Kanamori 1963). The t ltical field H.11 (T) is calculated from
the following equation;

FINB Hq( 7) = 2Jrf2,.(S^ — Sie)a — 2e(S;)o] UZ x [1 + (%p/2%J], (20)

whica should be compared with (19). If the DM interaction is taken into
account, a in (25) and (26) is replaced by [e + (d 2/2)1.

2. Perpendicular Critical Field Hei

If a magnetic field ie applied perpendicular to the c =s, say, parallel
to the y axis, then the spins rotate in the xz plane and suddenly flop into

the x axis at the critical field IJ. ,i (T). This situation can be seen in
Figure 3.	 z

Figure 3. Spin Arrangement in the Magnetic Field (HIly Axis).

11
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six
SSly = 0 +(01 0) Sln

Sil S^(

whore

cos ¢
(D m(0,	 0

-sin

i

The Hamiltonian of the system is the sum of (1) and the Zeeman term

11 z = — 81 1 11 H C Sly + E S-y).	 (27)
J	 m

We take the coordinate axes l tJ nj tl( for the jth spin and the axes »vnnv^m}
for the mth spin. In this new system S l and S,,, are written as

/1 Smy — (U-(0, 41)(

S.c

Sm7 ,	 (28)

\SH2 

1- sin 0 sin 0 rns 0 sin ,0
cos 0	 ±sin 00)

 .

	 (29)
sin 0 cos 0 cos 0 cos

Substituting (28) into the Hamiltonian and expanding the Hamiltonian in
terms of spin-wave operators, then we obtain a series

H=Eo+H,+H2 +H3 +H4 1	 (30)

where EO denotes the classical energy and is of the order S 2, and ll l , II2,
H 3 and IIq are, respectively, of the order S 3/2, S 2(2, SUZ and S1.

If we omit the last two terms in (30), we can obtain the temperature-
i.adependent solution of Hvl . The angles 0 and 0 are, in this approxi-
mation, given as follows: (i) sin 0 = h(v - e)/(2v - 2e - d2 ) and sin 0 =
d tan 0/( v - e) (unflopped phase); (ii) sin 0 = (h + d)/2 and ¢ = 7r/2 (flopped
phase). Here h is defined by h = gµs H/2JSz.

The free-magnon Hamiltonian in the unflopped phase is obtained in the ,,lame
manner as that given in the previous section. After a somewhat extended
manipulation, the free-magnon energies are given by

12



hwik = 2JSz[I — Yk + 2%, — 2c — d' — (d'h'/(2v — 2c — dz))]uz

h(o2k=2JSz[l— Yk +21--2c—d'+014(1--c)'-4dx(V—e) (31)
— d')/(2r — 2c — d') 2] u',

where we used the relation 1 > d 2 , P, e . The critical field liel is deter-
mined from the condition hwjp = 0 and is given by hol = (2v - 2c - d 2 )/d.
qn the other hand, hell is given by hell = (2v - 2e - d 2 ) y' and hence hel is
written as hel = hall /d.

The magnon lamiltonian in the flopped phase is obtained si.nilarLy. The
free-magnon frequencies in the flopped phase are written as

hwi k = 2JSz[l — Yk + ltd — (2v — 2c — dz)]v'

hwz k = 2JSz[1 — yk + '01 + (01"2'
(32)

The temperature dependence of the critical field Hel (T) may be obtained
from the condition that the temperature-dependent magnon energy with
inifinite wavelength vanishes. The calculation of Hel (T) was performed
as follows: (i) the temperature dependence of 0 and 0 is taken into account
by appiying the RPA in the cubic terms of magnon operators in H 3 ; (ii) the
quartic terms of magnon operators in H 4 are treated by using RPA; (iii) the
non-diagonal matrix elements of the cubic terms of magnon operators in
H 3 are taken into account by using the second-order perturbation approxi-
mation (Maekawa 1973). After a complicated manipulation, the tempera-
ture dependence of the perpendicular critical field was found to be hel (T)
[ hell (T) ] 2 /d. We wil1_not write out the derivation of this result by the use
of the above-mentioned method, 

out
 it is much too complicated and

lengthy. Instead, we derive the same result by the use of molecular-field
approximation.

The molecular-field Hamiltonian is written as

HM = 2J Z [(cos 20 — cos' 0 cos' 0 + d sin 20 sin 0) (Sj;pm + p,Sm( — pip,„)
0, M)

— (c/2) {sin' O(SJS + S) + sin' 0 cos' O(SA' + Sma}	 (33)

—Sh sin 0 (S;i	S,,,t)],

where pj = < Sjr>. By using a method similar to that given in the previous
section, the free energy in the molecular-field theory can be calculated.

13
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From the conditions 3r Nt /30 = 0 and U,,/30 = 0, we obtain the following
two equations:

cos 0 cos ¢[cos 0 sin 0(v(SX — S^C)n — e<S,,)„) — d sin 0(Sj^^o] = 0,

sin 20[2(S jC) 0' + cos 2 O{v(S 2 — S ^>o — e(Sj,)o}] —2d cos 20 sin O(SjC>a (34)
= 2S(Sj,)o h cos 0.

In deriving (34), we used the relation <Sit Sin + Sin Sit >0 = <S, tS„,n+ Sn,nSn,t>0
= 0. In the unflopped phase, 0 and 0 are determined from the following equa-
tions:

sin 0 = d tan 0/(r I — e),
2

	h = sin 0((SjC )01S) x C2 — d
	

(35)
l^ r

where v, = v<Sir - Sir>o/< Si t >o . On the other hand, we have ¢ = a/2
and

2(S4>0 sin 0 = Sh + d(Sj4)0
(3G)

for the flopped phase. By equating rp j (flopped phase) to rht (unflopped phase),
the equation for determing the perpendicular critical field is given by

h' _ (2v, — 2e — d2)/d	 (37)

where II I = Sh/<Sir >o • If we use (26) we may write

hc1( 7) = d (SIS	
[h,11(7)] 2 	(38)

of which the main temperature dependence is given by [1- (T/Tpj ) 4 1. The
computed result of h,,j (T) is compared with experiment in Figure 4.

W. FOUR-SUBLATTICE MODEL

Let us compare the theory based on the four- s ublattice model with experiment.
As can be seen in the previous paper (Nagai et al. 1972), the energy of the
magnon with infinite wavelength is written as

(hcuo) 2 = — S2D 2 + 2S2(2Jo + 6J 2 + 12J 3) [2U — s{ cD tl — (1):2 — (1)13 + <1)14)],
ra-Qi

s



^l	 i	 !	 l	 l	 I

Figure ^
(38

where D den
dipolar anise

where a den(
the N and M
values are g
using the ex
obtain 2Jp +
the following

2Jz:

V=

E _



(
(	 )

1
a

hcuHa =2JSz(2r' — 2e — d2) 1 "[ -1 + (TIT,)4]It=,
(43)
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By using the experimental values of the critical fields at T = 0 K, we obtain
U = 0 . 222 ks and Tkt is estimated to be 258 K.

1. Effect of S4-term

In this section, we give a qualitative discussion of the effect of the higher-

order anisotropy energy on the magnon frequency. If we use the Holstein-
Primalcoff formalism for spin operators, the higher-order anisotropy
energy is written in a series

—CSjz = —CST — (41S) 0 — 3/2S) ajar + (61S 2) atajn^nj

+ higher-order terms of (11S)],

We retain up to the third term in the brackets and neglect the others. By
using the method described in II, the magnon energy of (9) can be written
as

hCO Lk( ) = 2JSz[(1 — Yk) 0 — H L — IVL )2 + ( 1 — HL — 1VL)1 21' ( 1 — 2ut)
+ 4c(I — 610 — (2E + d2) ( 1 — "L + WL))] 112 ,	 (A0)

where c = CS 2 (1 - 3/:,S)/Jz. The critical temperature T I at which hwLC(T)
vanishes is given by

kHLT' _ 15S 114 2v' + 4c — 2e — d2 1/4	
(41)l _ (_1 _

( 2J$z/ \4R 2/	 2E + d2

On the other hand, it is easily seen that the magnon energy in the high-
temperature phase is given by

hwHk(T) = 2JSz[(1 — Yw)(1 — ti lt — wit — je) Z + (1 — ti lt — w1)1(2e + d)(1 — u,, + tvtt)

—2V(1 — 2u, t) — 3c(112S) + ti lt)}] 12 	 (42)

Thus, the magnon energy hWtik(T) is not affected by the introduction of c,
and it is approximately written as



where

ko7i1 	 ( SS 114 L'-7- 2E 
_±  1/4

2JSz) 	 4n z 	C 2E + (P

The Morin temperature can be calculated in a manner similar to that used
in III-1. The equation for determining TM is written as

	

2v'(1 — 2u L) — (2c + d z) (1 — u L + wL) + 2c(1 — 4uL) = 0,	 (44)

by which TM is written as

koTnl 15S i1a _ 2v' + 2c — 2c — dz ua	
(45)

2JSz) = C4nz) (	 2E + d z	 )

If we ur a the above expression for T M , AFMR is written as

	

hw LO(7) = 2JSz[2c + (2v' + 2c — 2E — d z){i — (T/TN)a)]ln,	 (46)

and we also obtain hw LO (TM ) = hw 1t0 (T^l ) = 2JSz (2e) K, qV using the experi-
mental value hwe(TNl ) = 28 kG, c is estimated to be 0 • 58 x 10'5 . If we
write (46) in the following form

hCULOI • / = h(U LO(0)[ I - (TITL]a]llz 	 (46)

Ty is written as TL = TM (1 + 5). Here 6 = (c/2)/(2 v' + 4e - 2c - d z) is
estimated to be 0 . 04. The temperature dependenr,,e of hwLO (T) which is
computed from (40) is compared with experiment in rigure 5. Thus, the
critical temperature TL and also hw 1ie (TM ) are strongly modified by the
introduction of c. However, the magnon energy spectrum does not strongly
depend on the magnitude of c at moderately high temperatures, as can be
seen from (40) and (42). Therefore, the temperature behaviour of thermo-
dynamic quantities may not be affected by c. The previous result (16) ^- (18)
will still hold. here T M in these equations should be replaced by Tll of (45).

17
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Figure 5. Temperature dependence of hw LO (T) and hw 11e(T), which are com-
puted from (40) and (42), respectively. Open circles are deduced
from 70 G1I7 data (Toner and Williamson 1905).

Similarly, the critical fields li.11 (T) and 11.1 (T) are, respectively, given
by (20) and (38), where h.11 (0) and Tht should be replaced by ( t/ + 2c -
2c - 0)"' and (45), respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

We have seen in this paper that the calculated result of H eil ,  lie, and hw e (T)
shows a very good agreement with the experimental result. We took not
2JSz[2v (1 - 1/2S- 2u L) - (2e+d 2 ) (1 - uL+wL)IV' but 2JSz[2v(1 - 1/2S) (1 - 2us)
- (2e +d 2 ) (1 -u L+wL )) ' for the expression of hw LC (T). These two expressions
are both accurate because the square root is accurate up to order of (11S), as
noted in H. The latter expression shows [1 - (T/T ht )4l'' dependence, while
the former shows a slightly different temperature dependence. The S term
does not work as the anisotropy energy in the case S - :a and hence the latter
expression will be more adequate. The derivation of the latter expressimi for
hwLO (T) from the theoretical point of view may be made by using a more
accurate theory than the present RPA. This remains to be done as a future
problem.
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